FAMILY is just SECONDS away

FreedomAlert
Enjoy the Freedom of Independent Living

World’s First Programmable
2-Way Voice Emergency
Pendant Communicator

FREE FROM THE
ATEL PROGRAM
TO QUALIFIED
RI RESIDENTS!

CALL 462-7857 FOR
MORE INFORMATION.

No Activation Costs
No Contracts
No Monthly Fees

LogicMark
www.LogicMark.com
Personal Security has never been so small or affordable. FreedomAlert is the first product ever to allow you instant 2-way speaker phone communication through your mini wearable pendant to family, friends, or neighbors, at any time from ANYWHERE in or around the home. If your programmed contacts are unreachable at the moment – the system can default to contact a 911 emergency operator. Never be out of range from assistance again.

FreedomAlert is a one time purchase – no monthly fees!

**The world's first 2-way emergency pendant communicator**

Emergencies can happen in all parts of a home and frequently right outside a home in the yard or driveway. All other systems on the market require the user to shout across the home to a speakerphone box in the middle of the home. FreedomAlert puts the speakerphone right in the pendant - and gives you great voice quality anywhere within hundreds of feet of the base unit.

**Up to 4 user programmable contacts to call anytime**

You can personalize the system with a flick of a three position switch on the base unit to:

1. Call up to 4 custom contacts
2. Call up to 4 custom contacts & then the 911 emergency operator
3. Or just the 911 emergency operator.

It's your choice.